
Checklist 26 - Connect and Engage on Reddit
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1 Click on the home tab in the top left corner

Now you will see results for all the hot new Reddits, these are all Reddits that have
received a lot of upvotes
You will also see tabs for;
New
Rising
Controversial
Top
Gilded
Wiki
Clicking on the title will send you to an external page so it’s advisable you open these
links in a new tab.(right click the link and choose open link in new tab)

2 Now click on comments and you will see all of the comment people have
left for that post

3 Follow people who leave comments

You want to find and connect with the most active people so hover over their names
and click follow

4 Message people

You can also send direct messages to people who have commented

5 Start a conversation
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Don not just message people saying “Hi” but aim to start a conversation by maybe
asking a question and taking an interest in them. You could refer to the comment they
left

6 Your subreddits

When you created your account, you chose a few interests. You can edit these so that
you have shortcuts to all of the subreddits you are most interested in seeing and
connecting with people who like the same things

7 Click on my subreddits

In the top left corner and in the drop down box click on edit subscriptions

8 Find Subreddits

Type a name,topic or interest in the search box and you will see results for all of those
relevant subreddits that you can subscribe to

9 Unsubscribe

You can also unsubscribe to those you no longer want to follow by clicking the red
unsubscribe buttons in your home feed subreddits

10 Filter results

You will also be able to filter your search results by clicking on the relevant tabs at the
top of the screen such as;
Askreddit
Worldnews
Videos
TodayILearned
Pics
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Movies
News
GIFs
MildlyInteresting
Televison
And more

11 Create or join in conversations

Start conversations whether it is in your own reddits or when you comment on other
people’s. The more you interact with people and the more you provide value or ask
questions then the more followers and comments you will also receive.
When you add content or post a comment aim to connect with people’s emotions.
This may be through posting something funny, sad, controversial or even asking for
help with something. People will reply as they want to be recognised and seen to be
helpful, funny or they want to prove a point.
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